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1.  What reasonable 

unit of measure would 

you use to measure how 

tall you are? 

 

Feet  

2. If I roll a  cube die 

what is the probability 

I will roll a 7? 

Certain, likely, unlikely, 

or impossible, and how 

do you know? 

 

Impossible, #’s on a die 

only go up to 6 so you 

will NEVER get a 7. 

3. Write 2 

multiplication problems 

where the answer is 42. 

 

EX:  

6x7  7x6  21x2  2x21 

 

 

4.  Put the numbers in 

order from greatest to 

least. 

 

25,901; 25,019; 25,910; 

25,190 

25,910; 25,901; 25,190; 

25,019 

Which place(s) did you 

look to help you decide? 

hundreds and tens 

5. Use <,>, or =. And 

underline the place you 

looked at to compare 

the numbers. 

 

95,754   >   73,296 

 

567,123  <    567,321 

 

9,230,954 <  9,237,967 

6.  

 

 

 

The basket of fries 

contains 100 fries. How 

many fries would be in: 

5 baskets?500 

 

10 baskets?1,000 

 

100 baskets? 10,000 

7. Would you use 

hundreds, thousands, or 

millions to count the 

size of these objects 

and why? 

 

Students in the school? 

Hundreds- thousands 

and millions too large. 

Population of China? 

Millions- large number 

of people live there. 

8. Round each number 

to the nearest hundred 

thousand. 

 

925,034 900,000 

 

284,967 300,000 

 

665,787 700,000 

 

346,345 300,000 

9. Round each number 

to the nearest 

thousand AND 

underline the number 

you look at to help you 

decide to round up or 

stay the same. 

 

65,234 65,000 

 

78,987 79,000 

10. Tommy says that 

6,509,256 rounded to 

the nearest million is 

6,000,000. Felicia says 

it’s 7,000,000 who’s 

right? How do you 

know? 

Felicia- You need to 

look at the hundred 

thousands place. 

Numbers 5 and above 

tell you to round up. 
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11.  

 

What numbers should go where each of the 

pictures are? 

      27,510          27,520        27,530     27,550 

16. Round 3,670,734,256 to the nearest: 

 

billion 4,000,000,000 

 

ten- million 3,670,000,000 

 

12. You look through your baseball cards. You 

have 100,000 cards. If you group them into 

groups of 100, how many groups would you 

have? 

1,000 

17. 1 Cup of Chicken noodle soup has 

300 noodles.  

10 cups =3,000 noodles 

1,000 cups = 3,000,000 noodles = 300,000 

100,000 cups = 30,000,000 noodles 

Which answer is wrong? What should it be? 

 
13. What strategy did Emily use to solve the 

problem: try, check, and revise, work 

backwards, or look for a pattern? Two 

numbers have a sum of 12 & a difference of 2. 

6+6=12        6-6=0  No    7+5=12   7-5=2   Yes 

9+3=12        9-3=6  No 

18. Draw a picture to show how many 2 scoop 

ice cream combinations you can get from 

vanilla, chocolate, & strawberry. Picture should 

represent 2 scoops of different combinations. 

Total of 3 combos: V&C, V&S,C&S. C&V is the 

same as V&C so it doesn’t count again. 

14. What strategy: try, check, and revise, act 

it out, or solve a simpler problem; could you use 

to solve the different combination of clothes 

you could wear from your closet? Why? You 

could use the clothes as actual objects to help 

you come up with combinations. 

19. Use <,>,= 

 

909,986,567,657       <     909,986,576,657 

15. 89,456,791; 34,765,123; 11,230,768 

Put the numbers in order from least to 

greatest. 11,230,768; 34,765,123; 89,456,791 

Write the word form of the smallest number. 

Eleven million, two hundred thirty thousand, 

seven hundred sixty-eight. 

20. Write a number equation for a problem 

with the answer of 36. 

Ex: 

6x6=36              10+26=36      72÷2=36      

12x3=36             30+6=36        144÷4=36 

40-4=36             50-14=36 

 

27,500 27,540 


